Dark tourism

Dark tourism is the travel trend
everyone wants to try this Hallowe’en,
but just how macabre are we talking?
Jessica Prupas visits the dark side
PHOTOGRAPHS: STEPHEN LENTHALL

Dark tourism

The fog
creeps
around the
crooked
gravestones,
lined up like dead-eyed soldiers and weathered by
orange moss. The trees, spindly and naked, have
shed all their leaves, cutting the shape of twigs
into the lurking moon. The wind is cold and if
you screamed, your voice wouldn’t carry past the
necropolis gates.
Yes, you’re on holiday.
Howling, historic cemeteries; abandoned
nuclear test sites; eerie medical museums – once
upon a time these were the settings for B movies.
Now they are the preferred destinations of socalled “dark tourists”, a growing community of
travellers who eschew the beach in favour of
the macabre, the affecting and the strange. It’s
a scene that Dr Peter Hohenhaus – a Germanborn academic, researcher and author of the new
Atlas of Dark Destinations – has been uniquely
influential in helping to grow.
“I have always been attracted to darkness,”
says Hohenhaus. “I spent my holidays in Germany
exploring derelict buildings and abandoned
harbour sites. So, when I first heard of dark tourism
I thought, ‘That’s me.’”
That was in 2007, when the doctor was reading
an interview in The Guardian newspaper with
the academics who coined the term. Becoming
obsessed with the concept, he began chronicling
every viable dark tourist site on the planet on his
website dark-tourism.com. Since then, the site has
ballooned into an encyclopaedia of interesting and
overlooked places around the globe, used monthly
by 30,000 intrepid souls.
“I started out writing about all the places
I’d visited, thinking I would stop at around 100
destinations,” he recalls. “Then people began
submitting more to me, and the list grew very
suddenly to 2,500 destinations, and then I lost
count. That was years ago.”
Now dark tourism is entering the mainstream
thanks to a spate of new publications, including
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Dark places
Alnwick Garden,
Northumberland, UK
Some people plant fancy
gardens for aesthetics, some
do it for conservation and
some – as in the case of
Jane Percy, Duchess of
Northumberland – do it to
take you down. The Duchess
began remodelling the estate
at Alnwick Castle in northeast England in 1997 and
chose to add a dinky Poison
Garden of 100 stupefyingly
toxic shrubs. After eyeballing
the pretty lawns and
cascading fountains, guests
enter the pernicious
plantation through heavy,

black iron gates, marked
with a skull-and-crossbones
and the legend “These plants
can kill”.
Inside, you’ll find
everything from common-orgarden laurel (a source of
cyanide in WWI) and giant
hogweed (the photosensitive
sap of which causes awful
blisters) to brugmansia, or
angel’s trumpet (which acts
as a heady aphrodisiac
before it polishes you off).
Some plants are so vicious
they’re locked away in cages
– though morbidly curious
visitors are banned from
sniffing or touching the rest
anyway, lest they start
pushing up daisies.
Fly to Edinburgh

“PEOPLE WANT EXPERIENCES
BEYOND WHAT IS PRESCRIBED
BY THE TRAVEL GUIDES”
and tourist attractions were erected at various
points on land that could claim some connection
with the doomed vessel. Belfast’s harbourside
district around the shipyard where the Titanic
was built in the early 1900s became home to film
studios, exhibitions, even a fun fair.
In many ways, modern dark
tourism is all about finding
a more respectful way
of exercising that same
interest. For Hohenhaus,
commodification needs to be
balanced with education. “The
bad sites revel too much in the
darkness,” he says. “Running a
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Hohenhaus’s Atlas, TV shows such as
Netflix’s 2018 docu-series Dark Tourist
and even specialist travel agencies
springing up to offer so-called “Dark
Tourist Trips” to anyone who dares
venture into the abyss.
It’s enough to give you goosebumps,
but should we be embracing the darkness
in this way? Hohenhaus is keen to point out
that dark tourism in the academic sense is
never gratuitous or exploitative – it exists
to highlight those aspects of history and
society that we tend to gloss over while
travelling yet offer us rare insight into
the human condition. Museums, political
monuments, landscapes shaped by tragedy
and sites of forgotten injustices – these are
all on the dark tourist’s itinerary.
“Lots of people hear the term ‘dark tourism’ and
think it’s something deviant or ethically unsound,”
says Hohenhaus. “But it’s actually about trying to
understand those things that are nearly impossible
to understand.”
This curiosity isn’t new. Some scholars consider
sites such as Pompeii to be precursors to modern
dark tourism. The Italian lost city began welcoming
tourists back in the 18th century, when European
nobility would stop by as part of their coming-ofage Grand Tour of the continent.
But the real tipping point for the trend, according
to Hohenhaus, was the advent of mass media,
followed by the sinking of the Titanic in 1912 – the
first globally reported disaster. The breathless
newspaper articles triggered an enduring, cultish
interest from a group of people keen to learn all
they could about the sunken ship. Long, expensive
expeditions to see the Titanic wreck were offered,
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Mütter Museum,
Philadelphia, US
Fans of gruseome stuff in
glass cabinets will feel like
they’ve hit the jackpot at
Philadelphia’s Mütter
Museum. This impressivelymezzanined building
contains thousands of
centuries-old human
specimens, all of which have
serious ick appeal. Behold!
Such treasures as: slices of
Albert Einstein’s actual
brain; a pair of goutengorged hands; 2,000
objects pulled from people’s
throats by ‘famed’
laryngologist Chevalier
Jackson; pickled genital

warts laced onto string like
jewellery; and so on.
Lurid, sure, but the Mütter
is actually part of The
College of Physicians of
Philadelphia, so there’s a
serious academic bent to all
the nauseating stuff on
display. As well as the
permanent collections, the
museum also holds
occasional special
exhibitions, too: one past
show included “real-world
examples of gruesome and
grotesque fairy-tale bodies”
– Grimm in every sense.
Fly to New York
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Dark places
Centralia,
Pennsylvania, US
Back in 1962, firefighters in
the bustling coal-mining
town of Centralia – around
80km north-east of
Harrisburg in Pennsylvania –
set about clearing some
landfill just as they’d done in
years past: by setting it on
fire. Unfortunately, this
particular dump sat on top of
a fissure into a gargantuan
network of subterranean coal
seams, which promptly went
up in flames and haven’t
stopped burning since.
By the 1980s, the foibles
of living on top of a literal
inferno – plumes of toxic
gasses, burning-hot earth
below petrol stations,
30m-deep sinkholes opening

up – were getting a bit
much, and Centralia was
forcibly evacuated (though
five stoic residents remain).
These days, curious visitors
can amble around this
near-ghost town, past
abandoned buildings and
along a heat-cracked (and
heavily graffitied) highway,
smoke drifting up from its
fractured tarmac. There’s no
need to all rush at once:
scientists reckon the fire
could keep smouldering for
another 100 years.
Fly to New York

“REAL DARK TOURISTS ARE
SENSITIVE TO HISTORY AND
ALWAYS WELL BEHAVED”
dark tourism attraction is a tricky job. It has to be
done sensitively.” Then there’s the question of when
to visit the site of a disaster. There is no golden
rule, says the doctor, but the more years that have
elapsed between the event and the visit the better.
And he has no time for people who enter active
war zones to snap some selfies. That is “danger
tourism” – insensitive, and life-threatening. “I’m not
prepared to risk my life for travel, and I don’t think
anyone else should,” he warns.
Ultimately, dark tourism is just one slightly
murky part of a bigger picture. As socially
responsible travellers, many of us don’t want the
brochure version of the place we’re visiting – all the
gloss, none of the reality. “People are seeking out
travel experiences beyond what is prescribed by
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the travel guides,” says Hohenhaus. “They don’t just
want to check a bunch of boxes, and dark tourism
offers so much more depth.”
And, sometimes, there’s beauty to be found in
places others don’t usually look. Hohenhaus was
fascinated by the hulking Soviet monuments of his
youth in Germany – for him, they were portals to
another era, not the concrete eyesores of a failed
state. It’s the gateway quality of these sites that
keeps dark tourists hooked.
What comes next? Dark theme parks? Dark
cruises? Dark gap years? Not quite, but Hohenhaus
is seeing more and more websites being hastily
put together to keep up with demand, full of
sensationalised subject matter and inaccurate
historical assertions. However, he remains confident
the purer aspects of the movement will endure.
“The real dark tourists are the most respectful types
of tourists, because they’re sensitive to history and
always well behaved,” he says. And besides, as
soon as the spotlight falls on something, how can it
be truly dark? The truth, as they say, is out there.
n Atlas of Dark Destinations is published by Laurence King this month

